In this paper, we obtained the degree based topological indices of Randic, Geometric -Arithmetic, Sum Connectivity, Harmonic, First Zagreb, Second* Zagreb, Second** Modified Zagreb, Inverse Sum, Albertson, Atom -bond Connectivity, Symmetric -Division index and Augmented Zagreb indices for the molecular graph like Cyclo Hexane (n H = 1 ), Naphthalene ( n H = 2 ), Anthracene(n H = 3), Tetracene( n H = 4), Pentacene( n H = 5), Hexacene (n H = 6 ), Heptacene(n H = 7 ), Octacene(n H = 8 ), Nonacene(n H = 9 ), Decacene(n H = 10 ), etc., and also we introduced the correlation coefficient (r = 0.99999997250969) topological indices between with their corresponding log p values.
Introduction
The molecule is a three dimensional substance the structure of molecule is transferred into an one -dimensional object to find topological indices. A chemical graph constitutes of vertices and edges, the atom are represented by vertices and their bonding's are represented by edges. The number of edges incident on a vertex in represented as the degree of vertex. By using the degree of all the vertices of a chemical graph , various topological invariants can be obtained there are considered the additive vertex degree based toplological indices for the molecules which includes Hexagons structures like Cyclo Hexane (n H = 1 ), Naphthalene (n H = 2 ), Anthracene(n H = 3 ), Tetracene (n H = 4 ), Pentacene(n H = 5 ), Hexacene(n H = 6 ), Heptacene (n H = 7 ), Octacene(n H = 8 ), Nonacene(n H = 9 ), Decacene(n H = 10 ),etc.,. In the study of Pharmacology, the researchers need the relationship between the physical properties of various chemical structures. The topological indices obtained from the mathematical background are highly correlated with the physical properties of their structures in nature. Our research paper proves the above statement in nature. Our research paper proves the above statement and the result is true for all types of molecular graph taken for the study. A Topological index of a chemical multifarious is an integer, derived following a certain rule, which can be used to characterize the chemical multifarious. The most used chemical graph descriptor in establishing Quantitative Structure-Property Relationships (QSPRS) and Quantitative Structure -Activity Relationship (QSARS) are topological indices. In pharmacology, researchers are pursuing several investigations to find topological indices having correlation one or nearer to one with physicochemical properties of organic Compounds.
Computational Procedure of M-Polynomial
M-Polynomial of graph G * is well defined as If G * = (V, E) is a graph and tεV , then d t (G * ) (or d t for short if G * is clear from the perspective) denotes the degree of t. Let G * be a graph and let m ab (G * ), a, b ≥ 1 be the numeral of line segment that joins one vertex to another vertex it is represented by e = st of G such that d s (G * ), d t (G * ) = a, b The M-polynomial of G * as M(G * ; x, y) = ∑ a≤b m ab (G * )x a y b For a graph G * = (V, E) , a degree-based topological index is a graph invariant of the form
is a utility appropriately selected for possible chemical solicitations. Case 1: For Cyclo hexane, n H = 1 Let 'n H ' be the number of Hexagons the graph of Cyclohexane ,Here n H = 1. For the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,2) is 6, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,3) is 0, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (3,3) is 0, total number of edges for n H = 1 is 6. For Naphathalene , n H = 2 Let 'n H ' be the number of Hexagons the graph of Naphathalene , Here n H = 2. For the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,2) is 6, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,3) is 4, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (3,3) is 1, total number of edges for n H = 2 is 11.
Figure 2. Napathalene
Case 3: For Anthracene, n H = 3 Let 'n H ' be the number of Hexagons the graph of Anthracene of graph ,Here n H = 3. For the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,2) is 6, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,3) is 8, the the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (3,3) is 2, total number of edges for n H = 3 is 16. For the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,2) is 6, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,3) is 12, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (3,3) is 3, total number of edges for n H = 4 is 21. 
Case: Generalized Result:
Let 'n' be the number of Hexagons in the graph of Generalized the result for the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,2) is 6, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (2,3) is 4n-4, the number of a line segments that joins one vertex to another vertex with completion degrees (3,3) is (n-1).For n = 1 to 20 , the chemical graphs C(G * ) are named as Cyclo Hexane (n H = 1 ),Naphthalene (n H = 2 ),Anthracene(n H = 3 ), Tetracene (n H = 4), Pentacene(n H = 5 ), Hexacene(n H = 6 ), Heptacene(n H = 7 ), Octacene(n H = 8 ), Nonacene(n H = 9 ), Decacene(n H = 10 ),etc.,. The molecular graphs for n =1 to 20 are considered and their various topological indices were calculated and compared with their log P values.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some definitions and basic concepts of topological indices which will be used throughout the paper.
Definition 3.1. Randic Index: Let the Graph G * consists of a pair (V,E) be a Chemical graph C(G * ) and d s and d t , be represented by the degree of the vertex belongs to C(G * (V )) s and t then the randic index of
The randic key of a diagram is the calculation of bond contributions where s and t are the degrees of the apexes C(G * (V )) creating bond.
Definition 3.2. Geometric-Arithmetic index:
Let the Graph G * consists of a pair (V,E) be a Chemical graph C(G * ) and d s and d t , be represented by the degree of the vertex is belongs to C(G * (V )) s and t then the Geometric -Arith- Proof. For Sum connectivity Index is denoted by SCI( 
